Tattva Bodha of Adi Sankaracharya –
A Vedantic Primer : Part 2 (contd.)
(Lecture Notes compiled by Venkat Ganesan from the series of
SVBF Lectures given by Dr. S. YEGNASUBRAMANIAN)
Under the discussion of Creation (Section 3.1), we briefly outlined the evolution of the sattva
aspect in the previous article. We will now continue with the discussion of the evolution of the
rajas and tamas aspects.
3.1.3 Evolution of the rajas Aspect

S2LT9\wUMVu[WÁJXGHL1G>\uVu 8WPÁ

The second aspect of mAyA (which is

From the rAjasic aspect of Earth, the anus

triguNAtmikA) is rajas and it also appears in

evolved.

the five elements and consequently in the

3.1.3.2 Five Vital Airs

jagat. From the rajo- guNa (action or agility)
aspect of the five basic elements, evolved the

$WH:uVPLUMVu[WÁSS>wVu 8Ww

karmendriyas (organs of action) as follows -

From the total rAjasic aspect of these five

speech (Space), hands (Air), legs or locomotion

elements, the five vital airs evolved (comprising

(Fire), genitals (Water) and Anus (Earth). Then,

of prANa, apAna, vyAna, udAna and samaAna)

from the total (samashTi) rAjasic aspect of the
five basic elements, the panca prANa’s (five

Thus, from the rAjasic aspect of the five subtle

vital airs) are born.

elements, the prANamaya koSa: ( comprising
the panca prANas and the karmendriyas)

3.1.3.1 Organs of Action

evolved as given below.

$WH:uSW¨YQuP"\H
DN[6\UMVu[WÁ
YLJL1G>\uVu 8WPÁ

From the rajas

is formed

aspect of

From among these five elements, from the rAjasic
aspect of AkASa:, the organ of speech evolved.

Y\RwUMVu[WÁS>HL1G>\ Vu 8WPÁ
From the rAjasic aspect of vAyu:, the hand
evolved.

AkASa:

Speech

vAyu:

Hands

agni:

Legs

Apah:

Genitals

prithvI

Anus

Total of Five

Five Airs.

Thus, from the sAttvic and rAjasic aspects of

YfHwUMVu[WÁSGHL1G>\uVu 8WPÁ

the five elements, evolved the sUkshma SarIra

From the rAjasic aspect of agni:, the leg evolved.

and the sUkshma prapanca. This concludes the
discussion of the creation of the subtle aspects

MO6\UMVu[WÁS6THL1G>\uVu 8WPÁ

of the body and the universe.

From the rAjasic aspect of Water, the genitals
evolved.
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The process can be summarized as follows:

3.1.4 Evolution of the tAmasic aspect
The evolution of tamas aspect (inertness
or ignorance) is explained by the a process
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known as pancIkaraNam which can be briefly
described as follows: This is the way the five
basic subtler elements become grosser
elements and make up the gross body (sthUla
SarIra) as well as the gross world.

$WH:uSW7YQuWPVu[WÁ
S,N2WSW7YLQ YL1W
From the tamas aspect of these five subtle
elements, the grossified five elements
formed
S,NUuNTPÁ(LWFHWÁ
If

it

is

asked,

how

This means that every gross element is a
mixture of all five where as, every subtle

panCikaraNam

element contains only that element. The subtle

(grossification) takes place, (it is as follows).

element is called tanmAtrA. Even though each
of the gross elements is a mixture of five, they

$WH:uSPK 8WQuWPVu[6YxSPÁ
$NPHNu 8Wu LLY -\

are named after the element that is
predominent. For example, the gross Air

a) the tamas aspect of each of the five basic

cosists of the grossification of the tamas aspects

elements divides into two equal parts.

of ½ Air, 1/8 th each of Space, Fire, Water and

$NPHNP5uS2TNÁW8,u9\Y6T3\

Earth.

b) One half of each remains in-tact.

$WH!\wS,N2WSPK 8WH!\w
6T8O[U,Uu YLW

DSUPSUP5u FWX5LY -\

From these five grossified elements, the gross body
is formed.

c) The other half of each gets divided into four
equal parts. (which is 1/8).

Thus the five grossified elements and their
combinations are responsible for the formation
of the gross body and the gross objective world.

6Y5ØP1\H:X DH5:X
6Y JFWX\Vu\RMQPÁN\5PÁ
d) To the intact-half of each element, a 1/8 th
portion from each of the other four elements

$YuLS#E>g#\RUZ.\uVu 8WPÁ

gets joined.

Thus, there is the identity between the microcosm
(piNDANDa) and the macrocosm (brahmANDa).

WGS,NUu YLW

The sUkshma SaIira (individual level) and
sUkshma prapanca (samashTi level or total) have

e) Then pancIkaraNam is complete.
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experience the presence of brahman everywhere
and will be also able to see the identity between
the individual and the universe, or the
microcosm and the macrocosm.

the same basic elements in nature. Also, the
sthula SarIra (individual or vyashTi) and the
sthUla prapanca (total) have the same raw
material, namely the five elements. The five
gross elements are the effect (kAryam) from
brahman-mAyA couple. And, the author
concludes the section by saying that in creation
the individual, piNDa – (the microcosm) and the
total, brahmANDa – the macrocosm, are identical
in terms of their material nature. Neither of these
is part of brahman, which is the fundamental
substance from which the entire universe is
made. Therefore, everything, sentient and
insentient, is made by brahman. Through the
attainment of Knowledge, one will be able to

This concludes the discussion on creation
(srushTi-prakaraNam). We will continue with
the discussion of Iswara in the next article.
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